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PART I
GETTING STARTED
Introduction

Parties are not just for birthdays anymore. You can throw a party to celebrate any of these occasions:
•         Christmas, Easter, St Patrick’s Day or any holiday
•         Halloween is always a great time for Witches’ to gather together. Find out why in the story:

Witch Hannah Returns 
•         Spring or winter equinox
•         The start or end of a school year
•         Being accepted into a new school
•         Making an athletics team
•         Winning a prize at school
•         Full moon or any moon phase is always celebration time
•         Or just throw a party because you want to.

It’s Party Time
Parties are always fun as long as you plan them well. Remember when your child was under age five?



Every party was exciting and fun for them. That isn’t true once they turn eight, ten or
twelve. It’s a whole different ball game. Children around this age are highly vulnerable to
peer pressure, and they want to impress their friends.

As a mother you have to know what is considered ‘cool’ by your child’s friends. There is
no point organizing a ‘Barbie’ party if everyone is now into ‘Hello Kitty and Christina’
and you can’t serve carrot cake if the flavour of the month is chocolate with strawberry
ice cream.
Choosing a theme isn’t always easy. Kids know what they like and dislike, and they don’t
want to be considered ‘uncool’ in front of their friends.  Always make a checklist for
important details and involve your daughter in the planning process. She will tell you
what’s cool and what’s uncool with her friends. 

With the help of this outline, you should be able to organize a successful Magical
Sleepover party in no time. However, there are two stages of planning.  Part I is outlined
to help you get started with organizing the party.  Part II is For Your Eyes only. This is
the most important part of the party and it will be the most time consuming. The real
work starts here and your time needs to be well organized.

Choosing a New Witches’ Club party as a theme is a great choice. As you know, Harry
Potter, Witches and Spells are very popular with kids today. These parties have been
created for pure entertainment and to help you create a closer bond with your daughter. 

These parties will be a great success and hard to top by anyone.  Mother’s TIP: Keep the
parties going for at least one year, and they will belong to your daughter.

To organize your time schedule work backwards from the closing stages. Then you can
aim for exactly how much time you’ll need to get everything finished. Once you have
established a realistic and workable timeline begin your checklist. Assign tasks if you
have someone helping you and check it off when it’s complete.

Here are my expert guidelines for the party hit of the year.  Have fun and be creative!



Getting Started Checklist
•         Your Budget
•         Planning the Party; Date & Time
•         New Witches Club Theme
•         Party Invitations
•         Party  Decorations
•         Food & Drinks
•         Games & Entertainment
•         You are ready to begin

Budget
How much can you afford? This will determine how you spend your money and how much extra you have
left over for the games and entertainment. You don’t want to break the bank hosting the party. You can
make the most of your budget by being creative.

• Spend your money on what’s important - food, drinks and exciting activities.
• You can make your decorations and save money.

•         With careful planning, you can create a fantastic party even on limited funds.

Planning the Party
•         Pick the date and starting and finishing times.

• Keep the numbers low and the party becomes very special and intimate.
• I found five to six girls the perfect number. It also creates a special bonding between friends.
• Start as far ahead as possible to allow enough time to make it a special event for everyone. 
• Find a friend who is willing to help you on the night of the party.

Theme & Décor
Choose your New Witches Club theme. It will influence all the other planning decisions including:

• Your colours and decorations.
• Whether you want banners, balloons, string lights, suspended stars, glow-in-the-dark cut-outs or

transfers and don’t forget about the table and centrepiece.
• The size or shape of the cake if it’s a birthday party.

•         The dress code.

New Witches Club Themes
You can choose one of my themes or come up with your own.  Keep the themes related to Magic and having
Magical fun. I’ve outlined four parties in the order in which to have them.

The first party is an introduction to the Witches Committee. The second is only for Halloween (Witches
Night Out). The third can be any time of year and the fourth is a graduation party. The New Witches Club
parties below were spaced out over a time period of one year, making one party every three months.

PARTY  THEME                        SEASON OR EVENT
Magic Sleepover Night                        Birthday Sleepover Party
Witches Night Out                                 Halloween Sleepover Party
Forever Friends                                          Back to School Sleepover
Keeping the Magic Alive                         Anniversary of the First Party.



Party Invitations
Making your own invitations can be fun. Stationery stores have a wide variety of paper to choose from.
Decorate them with magical stick-ons, glitter or anything you consider magical. Start by folding a piece of
paper in half, top to bottom. Then divide each half into two sections making a total of four. You now have
the front and back on one side and the written invitation on the other side.

Fold in half again, left to right, and it becomes an invitation card.  You can also buy ready-made party
invitations or order New Witches Club party invitations. Visit the New Witches Club website’s storefront,
under Zazzle products.

NWC Party Invitation

Food, Drinks & Catering
This is an important part of the party. Make the food plentiful, tasty and give choices. Everyone expects
junk food, sweets and ice-cream but don’t bring them out until the main meal has been served. Try mixing
traditional party food and drinks with healthier alternatives.

• Food Suggestions: Marinated chicken wings, sausage rolls, BBQ chops, sausages or hamburgers,
pizza, celery and carrot sticks with various dips, green salad or fresh fruit salad.

• Drink Suggestions: Try still and mineral water, lemon-lime & orange mineral water is a great
choice, juice poppers, fruit punch made with 100% fruit juice, with chunks of colourful fruit and
sprigs of mint floating on top, sparkling grape juice and sparkling apple juice are all healthier
choices.

• Ask parents about food allergies before your final plans. You don’t want the party ruined because
someone becomes ill. 

• Fun Food:  Coloured marshmallows, decorated cup cakes, fancy-shaped cookies, cut in the shape of
stars and moons, chewy snakes, liquorice, popcorn, corn chips and salsa dip, nachos, and ask your
daughter what she thinks everyone will like, that’s important too.

• Girls can be very picky around this age. No need to spend money on ‘snacks or food’ if they aren’t
going to eat them.

• What they like today they may not like tomorrow. Never assume you are buying the right thing,
always check with your daughter first.

• Birthday cakes: If you want a theme cake, ice cream cake, or something special, consider having it
professionally made.

• Visit a cake store or consult a professional cake designer. Together you will come up with the perfect
cake design for the event.

• NOTE: Sleepovers: Don’t forget to plan breakfast food as well as dinner and snacks.
• Party Tip: Always give choices. This makes you a winner because you now understand your

daughter’s friends!



• Choices: Serve yogurt with at least two choices, juice, fruit, cereal and toast with
different toppings.

•          If you want to cook a warm breakfast great! Choices again: 1 or 2 eggs,  1 or 2
hash browns, 1 0r 2 slices of bacon etc.

Professional Catering
• Can be surprisingly cost-effective.
• They also help serve and clean up.
• Cuts down on stress and caterers have lots of ideas that suit kids.
• Ordering pizza to be delivered is fast and easy too. Plus the girls get to make

their own choice of what they want. TIP: Get two different pizzas, so everyone has
choices.

Games & Entertainment
•         New Witches Club, (NWC) entertainment is planned in Part II.
•         If you don’t use the NWC games and entertainment try these alternative choices: 
•         Creative positive Spells
•         Make up a dance routines
•         Face painting
•         Make friendship bracelets
•         Hired Entertainment: Find someone to read tea leaves or tarot cards for the

girls. You can usually find readers through a New Age or Metaphysical store.
•         Advice on what not to do: Don’t depend on those old games you once played -

pin the tail on the donkey, musical chairs, mats or dots, or guess the song! You will
totally embarrass your daughter.  

•         Girls start going through puberty as early as age eight. Remember they are eight
going on thirteen.

•        TIP: These girls need choices. However, after age nine or ten they do not like
choices anyone else makes for them.

P rizes
Everyone at a New Witches Club party is a winner. All the prizes are equal. They are fun
and exciting and build self-esteem. This is part of the second stage of planning.

Party Equipment
You can find just about anything you need at a party supply store. Visit one someday and
just browse around. You’ll be amazed at what is out there and you will come up with your
own ideas too. Some of the things you might find are:

• Machines to help you blow up balloons
• Balloons of all colours and shapes
• Fairy props and magical things
• Fog machine to create a spooky Halloween party
• Halloween haunted sounds on CD



•         Cobwebs, spiders etc.

Party Decorations & Paper Goods
There is no limit to the decorations you can make, buy or rent. Specialist party shops can help you with
your ideas, colours and your theme. Decorations could include the following:

• Ideas for the table: Little witches hats, brooms, magic wands and spell books
• Cut out black cats
• Plastic witches cauldrons for candy
• Bright golden stars sprinkled on the table
• Moons and stars and glitter sprinkled everywhere
• Colourful cellophane to wrap ‘gifts,’ filled with glitter inside so they appear more magical
• Magical printed material is another good option for decorations. Fabric stores often sell remnants

which can be used as tablecloths or for wrapping gifts.
•         Use your own imagination and be as creative as you can.

Safety & Security
Have an extra adult around in case of an emergency. Don’t forget to double check that your first aid kit is
up-to-date and full.  If the girls go outside make sure there is an adult with them. It is only common sense
you don’t let the girls answer the door at night.
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STAGE I

Party Planning
Keep this section of the party planning separate.  It contains secrets that only you should know.

Suggestion: To get a better understanding of how the parties unfold you might want to read the New
Witches Club trilogy stories. Available through the family-friendly website and Jabberwocky Books.

First Stage Completed
• You have your budget
• Number of girls attending
• Party date, theme and decorations planned
• Party invitations planned
• Food and drinks selected
• Games, prizes and entertainment – WAIT!

•         This is Stage Two of the party planning. Any entertainment previously decided between you and
your daughter is now obsolete.

The Secret
The secret behind the success of the parties is the all knowing Witches Committee and the treasure hunts.
You are not part of the WITCHES COMMITTEE – no one knows who they are, and they are never seen
by the girls. The GAME is always a treasure hunt, from the Witches Committee. The PRIZE is always
something that relates to the girl’s beauty or MAGIC, and the final entertainment is a MAGICAL
CRAFT for the night.

This comes from my own personal experience and I know the parties work. It is very important that you to
play along and keep the secret. You are creating a special bond with your daughter and building a trusting
friendship at the same time.

 I had a young beautiful girl, by the name of Hannah helping me. She was my personal trainer’s girlfriend
from Sweden. She was great and the girls adored her. (Read about Hannah in the New Witches Club
trilogy books.) Party Tip: Try to find someone who can help you with the party so the secret stays hush-
hush.

Once the party begins the girls never expect anything past the chosen theme on the invitation. However,
when the Witches Committee gets involved the party takes on a whole new dimension and the girls will
bring the Magic alive. You will enjoy the party as much as they do from this point on because they create
the party, not you.

There are a few things you need to know and understand first. I’ve outlined them below.

Party Rules
You, of course, prepare everything ahead of time for the Witches Committee without your daughter
knowing. Your secret role behind the party is the Witches Committee but your daughter and her friends
will see you as their support team.

•         Remember, you are not the Witches Committee and you don’t know who they are, no-one does,
no matter what.

•         You must play along with this part, especially the first time.
•         Your job is to convince the girls that this is not a party joke and that you believe in the Witches



Committee.

What to Remember:
•         Yes, you choose a party theme with your daughter.
•         But you do not tell her anything about the Witches Committee or include

her in the planning of this part. If you do she will tell her friends and then the
party won’t work.

•         Your daughter must be surprised along with her friends to make this work.
•         The Witches Committee sends a message to the girls and this is the beginning of

the treasure hunt.
•         This could involve having them face a fear, depending on the girls. For example:

Finding the key to Magic in the dark! A treasure hunt that takes them outside.
(An adult needs to be with them at all times though.)

•         Your job is to encourage them to follow through with whatever the Witches
Committee wants them to do. Don’t give in either.

•         This could bring up a thousand questions that you can’t answer. The best way to
answer questions you don’t have answers to, is with positive feedback or handing it
back to the girls.

•         For Example: Q: “How does the Witches Committee know we are special?” A:
They just do. Q: “Are we really NEW Witches?” A: You must be, the Witches
Committee picked you. Or A: Do you think you are special because I do!

About The New Witches
•         The New Witches are good and only do white magic. Black Magic and anything

negative is not allowed.
•         The New Witches look and dress like anyone else. They don’t have big noses and

warts on their face.
•         They are full of talent and inspirations. They are here to bring us into the future

and they will change the world.

About The Witches Committee
• They are all-seeing and they know all. They chose only the ones who are special and

who have the gift of Magic.
• You might have heard somewhere; that they use their crystal balls to locate special

girls.
• They are really excited about the New Witches Club because they know how

special these girls are.
• The Witches Committee believes in the girls and you must too.



STAGE TWO

Allow as much time as you can for planning this stage of the party. Work backwards from
the end product to the beginning of the evening. Choose the entertainment and the gift
first and then create the game.

Make a List
• New Witches Club theme
• Entertainment for the night
• Prizes or gift related to Magic, Witches and Spells 

•         Wrapping paper, ribbon, cards to write clues on etc.

Organize Your Time
• Plan one trip for the shopping. Buy gifts, crafts, wrapping paper etc. Try to do this

the week before the party. Allow plenty of time for wrapping and hiding the gifts.
• Plan a time when you can be alone to write and hide your clues.

•          Plan the party outline and schedule.

Typical Party Schedule
• Party begins at 5.30
• Order pizza with the girls by 6.00
• Dinner at 6.30 ( leave the dessert for later)
• 7.00-7.15 – Witches Committee treasure hunt arrives
• 7.15-7.30 Treasure hunt begins. Allow 5-10 minutes for each girl and enough clues

for each of them.
• 8.30 Opening gifts and beginning the craft for the night. This can take anywhere

from one to two hours.
•         10.30 Dessert or fun food served to celebrate what they have done and who they

are: The New Witches of today. Remaining of the night DVDs.

Theme Game and Entertainment
The New Witches Club party themes are outlined with suggestions for each party. These
are only guidelines so you can create your own party.   You generate the clues for the
treasure hunt using your own surroundings.  You may have your own ideas around a
magical craft project and that’s fine too.   Be creative and have fun.

Party Theme Outlines
Most of the parties have a simple outline with the exception of Party Four which involves
more than one activity for the night.
Party One

•         Party Theme: Magical Sleepover Party. Birthday party or any special event.
•         Secret: The Witches Committee and finding out that the girls are the New



Witches
•         Game: Treasure hunt to discover their Magic.
•         Gift: A New Witches Club Spell Book, Magic Box, something that sparkles,

necklaces, bracelets and of course the beginning of the craft for the night. In this
case, a clean straight tree branch for creating Magical Wish Sticks. Complete
instruction on the website.

•         Attached to the stick: Another message, telling them it’s time to celebrate their
Magic.

•         Next, they need to find the basket full of crafts so they can decorate their Magical
Wish Stick.

•         Give one clue to everyone and let them run and find it, after putting their sticks
down.

•         Craft: Decorating the tree branch with coloured yarn, feathers, and crystals to
create their Magical Wish Sticks.

•         Dress Code: Can be anything from something pink, something that sparkles, to
‘dress to impress’ for a fashion parade.

Party Two
• Theme: Witches Night Out. This is a Halloween sleepover
• Games: Trick-or-treating, apple bobbing, mummy wrapping
• Secret: The Witch Hunt Bag. Arrives when they are out.
•  The treasure hunt begins and they need to find the secret message and true

meaning of Halloween.
• This leads them to a room or garage decorated with cobwebs, eerie blue clouds and

haunted sounds. A cut-out Witch hanging from the ceiling holds the Secret
Message. 

• Secret Message: You have to Bob for Apples and Wrap the Mummy to understand
the Spirit of Halloween.

• No Craft: Entertainment includes: Bobbing for apples, wrap the mummy, trick-or-
treating, and roasting marshmallows outside, and telling ghost stores.

• Gifts: For the winners of the games, optional or something fun from the
website. How about the second story of the trilogy: ‘The New Witches Club Witch
Hannah Returns’ or something fun for everyone. Everyone wins!

•         Dress Code: Halloween costumes.

Party Three
• Party Theme: Forever Friends sleepover. Works for any sleepover event.
• Game: Witches Committee sends them looking for the key to their Magic. The key

to their magic is HAVING FUN!  Treasure hunt can be outside if an adult is with
them.

• Secret:  Finding the key to their Magic.
• The key fits the front door bringing them back to the house. (You need two people

for this part. One goes outside with the girls and the other runs the yarn around
the house. Starting at the front door when everyone is gone.)



•         That last clue with the key tells them to find the door that the key opens and to
follow the green line, in single file to the end.

•         They open the door and follow the green yarn through the house to the hidden
treasure.

•         Gift: New Witches Club throw pillows or moon or star shaped pillows, each a
different colour. Purple, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Pink .

•         TIP: Nice addition is the Forever Friends Magic Spell, from the website under
Spells and Potions.

•         Craft: Magic Spell altar cloths. Decorating pieces of felt with jewels, stars,
glitter etc. These are used whenever they cast Magic Spells. The felt colour should
match their gift colour if you are buying colored pillows.

•         The girls can now sit on their cushions while they do their craft.

Party Four
As the parties progress the Witches Committee finds out more about the girls by
receiving secret information that “bounces off the stars”. This party is the one year
anniversary of the first party, and graduation night.

Graduation night needs to be special with lots of activity. Three events are planned for
the night. If this seems like to much then choose what will work for you.

Why is the party consider special? Because the girls have kept the Magic alive- in their
hearts for one year

• Party Theme: Keep the Magic Alive. One year anniversary of the first party.
• Party theme invitations: Tells them to bring their favorite piece of Magic for

Spell to Keep the Magic Alive.
•         Secret: It’s Graduation Night.   Make the night special, keep it going from one

event to the next so they never know when it’s going to end.
• Game: Instead  of one treasure hunt or game add two or three events for the night.
• Three events are outlined – in detail that lead into the final ceremony.

•         Gift: Make it special if you can. Tonight is graduation time.

Three events planned for the night
• The Initiation: Clues linked to finding a Magical tool hidden around the house.

Example of tools: a candle, incense, a crystal, feather, etc.
•         Casting their Magic Spell. Using the tools they find plus what they brought for

the night.
• The Graduation Ceremony. A treasure hunt to find the

pentagram for the graduation ceremony. Picking up items
along the way to use during the ceremony. * Details later.

•         TIP: You can draw the pentagram in chalk on the garage
floor and set up for the ceremony the day before. A star
with a circle drawn around it.



Initiation
• Starts as dinner is finishing. This game comes from you! Call it finding your magic tool game.
• Each girl receives an sealed envelope with her own clue to find a Magic tool. Give out one by one.
• They must find the tool in 3-5 minutes. Mark each tool with a star sticker so they can easily identify

it.
• They must bring their tool back to the table before the next girl begins. You are allowed to help, with

verbal hints, if time is running out so everyone finds their tool.
• Hide all the tools in the same area of the house and make them visible. Perhaps as part of the

decorations in the room.
•         The Magic tool is used when they cast their Spell to Keep Magic Alive for the night.
•         TIP: The Magic Spell bowl can be set up before the party begins because the girls expect one

anyway. Set it up in the center of a coffee table with lots of sparkling stars scattered around it.

Magic Spell
•         They create the Spell by adding their piece of magic to the bowl.
•         Before they add it to the bowl they tell everyone what they have brought, and what it means to them
•         The Magic tool they found – is now laid around the bowl as part of the energy for the spell.
•         After the Spell the Witches Committee letter arrives.

Finding the Pentagram
• Witches Committee letter arrives explaining that it’s graduation night.

•         The treasure hunt takes them to a string outside. The string leads them around the yard or house
picking up presents along the way. Example: a triangular scarf representing their cone of power, a
broom to clear away negativity, incense for casting a sacred circle, candles for their inner light, etc.

•         These gifts are part of the graduation ceremony when they get to the pentagram. (If it hasn’t been
drawn earlier then the girls find the place and draw it with chalk.)

•         The pentagram is for the graduation ceremony. Create your own ceremony or you can use mine.
• After the ceremony the girls receive special gifts and New Witches Club certificates. TIP: Have the

girls open their presents at the same time.
• Finish the night by celebrating with a special cake. How about a cake in the shape of a pentagram, or

a star with congratulations on top.



New Witches Club Graduation Ceremony
Draw the pentagram before the party. Place a Spell Bowl in the centre of the star and fill it with water
only.  The bowl needs to be large enough to hold a floating candle for each girl. Tonight is a good time to
consider joining the circle with the girls. If you have a helper she can read the CHANT that everyone
repeats.

• The girls arrive at the pentagram. First they need to sweep around the edges to clear away negativity
and unwanted spirits who might want to interfere.

• They light their stick of incense and walk around the circle three times to the right to cast the Magic
circle. Chanting: “Stars above shining bright, we seal this circle here tonight.”

• Instead of separate incense holders, you can stick the incense into pieces of fruit while they burn.
 NOTE: If you have someone who suffers from asthma the incense could bother them. Instead choose
something else like flower petals or salt to cast the circle.

• Next, they place their candles in the water one by one and light them. Option: Have flower petals
that they can add too.

• They all join hands around the bowl. (You join in now if you can.) Your helper reads the following
chant one line at a time and everyone repeats after her.
Light is light, light is love …
Here on earth, as above …
As above so below…
We respect nature and take control …
As above so below…
We are the light, we are the glow.”
As above so below… we are the light, we are the glow.

• Send a squeeze with your hand, around the circle, to the right. When it comes back to you, you say:
“The circle is open but never broken, and so it is,” then drop hands.

• Graduation Ceremony is now complete.
One by one hand out certificates and gifts. All the girls must wait to open their gifts until everyone has
one, to keep the energy together as a graduation group. Certificates available on website or make your own.

Helpful Tips

How Does the Witches Committee Letter Arrive?
• Your neighbour could drop off a package at the front door, ring the bell and then hide.
• Your neighbour could leave it and then go home and phone you, telling you they saw someone drop

something off and then ran away.
• Your helper arrives late with the package in her hands telling you she found it on your doorstep.

•         Come up with your own creative way to have it magically appear.

Witches Committee
Address all Witches Committee letters, packages and envelopes to: Your daughter and her friends sealed
with a cat sticker or a sticker of your choice. The choice you use for the Witches Committee signature
should always be the same. Signature used in the books: WCöor«

You can find symbols in Microsoft word. Under toolbar; insert click on symbols, in font, scroll to wingdings
and choose your symbol.

The letter from the Witches Committee is separate from the clues. If you include one clue with the letter,
make sure it goes to your daughter first. The other clues have been hidden earlier.



I have included sample letters from the Witches Committee. Once again, be as creative as
you can and keep the letters related to the theme of the night. The theme, hunt, and gifts
should all be related to the girls’ Magic to make them feel good about themselves.



Witches Committee Letters





Party One
Theme: Magical Sleepover / Birthday or other event.
The first party introduces the girls to the Witches Committee and to who the girls really are:  The New
Witches of the world.

WC Letter                     To:  The New Witches
A  Sleepover Curse was broken not long ago,

By six brave girls… the story is told.
First of the New Witches to appear,
They saved the day for future years.

NOW …
The time has come for you to see,

The New Witches that you too, must be.
As the night Magically unfolds,

So will the Magic that each of you holds.

To find out more, you must follow the clues:
Witches Committee WCö

Include One Clue with the letter:
Clue One
What can spin around a million times and never get dizzy?
HINT: You can play MUSIC on me. What am I?
Answer: The CD player but don’t tell the girls - let them guess.
Continue with clues until they find their gift.

Gift: Magical Wish Sticks. Have the girls sit in a circle when doing the craft. While they decorate their
sticks ask them to focus on their wish.



Party Two
Theme: Witches Night Out / Halloween party. Games and fun.

WC Letter                     To: The New Witches
Witches of the New come out tonight,
Come out… come out … into the light.

We’ve been watching each of you,
Maybe for a month or even two …

To find out more, follow the clues.
Witches Committee WCö

Clue One
What do Witches grow close to the house? It’s for healing and good-luck?
HINT: It’s a plant and an herb, with a Purple flower top.
Answer: Lavender - but you can use any flower or herb.
Continue with the clues until they find the room for the night’s entertainment. Refer to
Party two – first section of the book.

Hide the secret message from the Witches Committee. Make it obvious so they find it
without being instructed to.

Other suggestions for the night: Carve pumpkins, make cookies, decorate bags etc.

Gift Ideas: Essential oils, incense, little bag of crystals, destiny cards, wrapped in
material decorated with black cats etc. 



Party Three
Party Theme: Forever Friends / Any event time

WC letter                       To: The New Witches

Can you really be forever Friends?
Can your belief, last to the end?

If your MAGIC is really clear,
Than you have nothing, ever to fear.

You need to find the KEY to your Magic!
To find out more follow the clues:

Witches Committee WCö

Clue One
What do Witches and mothers both use?
HINT: They use them in different ways. One uses me to FLY and the other uses me to SWEEP the floor.
What am I?
Answer: Broom.
Continue with clues, until they find the gift.

Tip: A Forever Friendship Spell adds a lot to this night. I suggest they do the Spell before they start their
craft. Create one yourself or use the spell in the third book; The New Witches Club and the Power of Love,
Magic and Friends. (Page: 26)



Party Four

Theme: Keep The Magic Alive  / Graduation Night

WC Letter               Special Witches Committee News Release
One year ago, on this night, (daughter’s name, and friends) discovered the Magic that you hold.

We, as the Witches Committee, are very proud of all of you. So, please girls do not fear, your
Magic has been very clear.

AND…
It’s the MAGIC you kept alive,
In your hearts and in the sky.
Working together or as one.

Remembering, first to always have fun.
With the MOON phase here tonight

We celebrate your inner light.
Your MAGIC powers, being true

It’s INITIATION time … for each of you!
What will you have to do?

Use your ‘powers’ and follow the clues
For only WITCHES can truly see,

It’s GRADUATION TIME … and so it will be!

Initiation Clue One: I can SHINE bright day or night. In the dark I become the LIGHT. What am I?  
HINT: I’m sometimes tall and thin, and sometimes fat and short. I come in many colours but tonight I am
pink and thin.
HINT: Light a MATCH and watch me LIGHT UP and shine. 
Answer: A tall pink candle.
Each girl gets their own clue.



 Pentagram Clue: I have millions of friends and we hang out together every night. Sometimes you can see
us and sometimes you can’t. What
am I?

HINT: My favourite song is: STAR light, star bright, first STAR I see tonight.
Come and find me! I’m hanging around a ______ (a tree, bush, BBQ etc). Tie a cut-out star to a string.
Write on the star: Follow me to the end and don’t forget to pick up my friends.

A star is attached to each present with a clue or one clue tells them to follow the string to the end. Along
the way they pick up different items attached to the string.

Conclusion
The New Witches’ Club parties will bring joy and laughter into everyone’s life. The website looks forward to
hearing from you and building a community of friends around the world.   The New Witches Club
Membership and Graduation Certificates are available to download from the website.
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